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1. FIND AND FILTER ONLINE DATA
1.1 Most common search engines
Google
The most popular search engine. An American based company which steadily holds the first place.
Approximately two thirds of all users, use Google.
Bing
Bing is Microsoft’s attempt to challenge Google regarding search engine. Despite their strong efforts
they haven’t been able to reach the same number of users as Google.
Yahoo
Yahoo has been supported by Bing since the year of 2011. Nowadays it is the fourth most popular
search engine. Mostly used to create e-mail accounts.
Alternative search engines
The search engines above track the activities of their users online and use ads to finance their
company. If you want to avoid all of that there are some alternatives that don’t track their users or
have ads on their sites. One of these is https://duckduckgo.com/ which emphasizes the protection of
user’s privacy and avoids filtering of personalized search results.
Find other common search engines:
STEP 1: Open a Web Browser (Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome or another)
STEP 2: Open one of the search engines above (or some other)
STEP 3: Type in alternative search engines
STEP 4: Hit the enter key or click search.

1.2 Choose and set primary search engine
To get results from the search engine you want, you can change the standard search engine in your web
browser. If your browser isn’t listed below, check its help resources for info about changing search settings.
Google Chrome help - setting default search engine: https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/464
Google Chrome
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Google Chrome
STEP 1: Open Google Chrome.
STEP 2: At the top right, click More

Figure 1: More settings in Google Chrome

STEP 3: Click Settings

Figure 2: Settings in Google Chrome

STEP 4: Under Search engine, you can choose between various search engines.

Figure 3: Choosing search engine in Google Chrome

STEP 5: Pick the search engine you want to be your standard.
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Microsoft Edge
STEP 1: When using Microsoft Edge the first step is to go to the search engine you would like to use.

STEP 2: Then you look at the top right and click on More (...) and then on Settings.

Figure 4: Settings in Microsoft Edge

STEP 3: Find the Advanced settings section and then click on View Advanced settings.
STEP 4: Under the Search in address bar with you click on Change the search engine.
STEP 5: To finish, you choose the search engine you want as your default search engine.
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Firefox
STEP 1: Open Firefox.
STEP 2: Click the “cog wheel icon”

Figure 5: Settings in Firefox

STEP 3: Then you click on Change Search Settings.
STEP 4: Under Default Search Engine you choose and set default search engine

Figure 6: Default Search Engine in Firefox
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1.3 How search engines generally work
Search engines have two major functions: crawling and building an index and providing search users with a
ranked list of the websites they've determined are the most relevant. To create an index, the search engine
uses a program called “web crawler”. This program automatically browses the web and stores information
about the pages it visits.
Every time a web crawler visits a webpage, it makes a copy of it and adds its URL (web address) to their index.
After this, the web crawler scans the contents on the page, repeating the process of copying -> indexing ->
following the links. It keeps doing this, building up a larger and larger index of as many webpages as possible,
as it goes.
How do search engines order results?
Search engines sort results to show you the ones they think are the most useful. They do this by using
different Search Engine Ranking Algorithms. In simple terms, these are pieces of software that have several
rules that analyze what the user is looking for and what information to return. These rules and decisions are
made based on what information is available in their index. This means that search engines will provide their
results in different order, or they may even show completely different results altogether. Therefore, it is
important to compare search results from different search engines, especially when working with source
criticism.
Search results and ads
When you use a search engine, two types of results are listed: search results and ads. Search
results appear as links on search results pages and aren't part of an advertising program. Ads
appear under an "Ads" label and may be placed in several locations around the free search

Figure 7: Ad symbol
in search results

results.

1.4 Refining web searches
If you would like to precise your search results you can use symbols or specific words or combine specific
words to do that. Depending on which search engine you use, it is also important how you put words and
symbols together. For example:
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Google Search usually ignores punctuation that isn’t part of a search operator.



Don’t put spaces between the symbol or word and your search term.

A search for @twitter will work, but @ twitter won’t.

Common search techniques
Search social media
Put “@” (at symbol) in front of a word to search social media. For example: @sweden
Search hashtags
Put “#” (hash symbol) in front of a word. For example: #camping
Exclude words from your search
Put “-“ (minus symbol) in front of a word you want to leave out. For example, jaguar speed -car
Search for an exact match
Put a word or phrase inside quotes. For example, "largest EU project".
Search for a specific site
Put “site:” in front of a site or domain. For example, site:youtube.com or site:.gov.
Search for wildcards or unknown words
Put a “*” (star symbol) in your word or phrase where you want to leave a placeholder.
For example, "heaviest * in the world".
Search within a range of numbers
Put “..” (two dots) between two numbers. For example, handbag €100..€200
Combine searches
Put "OR" between each search query. For example, samsung OR huawei
Search for related sites
Put ”related:” in front of a web address you already know. For example, related:facebook.com
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Advanced search options in Google
Google (like other search engines) also has several options to refine search results. You can choose what
search results to show, by choosing one of the options below the search bar, for example Images. In google
even more search options can be found under Settings.
STEP 1: In Google click Settings.

Figure 8: Google Search Engine Interface

STEP 2: Click Advanced search.
In this section Google gives you options to refine search result, very similar to the search techniques
listed in the previous section.

Figure 9: Advanced Search in Google
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1.5 Source criticism and information evaluation
Source criticism is when you evaluate information sources, for example information from documents, persons,
speeches, fingerprints, photos, observations, or anything used in order to obtain knowledge. Regarding of the
purpose an information can be more or lesser valid, reliable or relevant than other sources. Source criticism is
when you study the validity, reliability and relevancy of sources.

1.6 Evaluating validity and relevance of online information
Information on web sites
When being source critic it is important to ask he the right questions.
QUESTION 1: WHO HAS CREATED THE WEBPAGE?


Is it an authority? Is it an organization?



Is it a company? Is it a private person?



Is it someone who knows the subject?



Is it someone you trust?

QUESTION 2: WHY HAS THE WEBPAGE BEEN MADE?


To inform about something? To fool or “trick” someone?



To spread an opinion?



To sell something? To entertain?

QUESTION 3: HOW DOES THE WEBPAGE LAYOUT LOOK?


Does it have contact information?



Does it have working links?



Does it have credible source references?



When was it last reviewed or updated?

QUESTION 4: CAN YOU FIND THE INFORMATION IN OTHER PLACES?


Have you compared the information on the page with what you already know?

 Have you compared the information on the page to other sources?
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Information on social media
Ask yourself before “speaking” in social media, or sharing others material on social media:
QUESTION 1: Who is speaking?


Anyone you know?



Anyone you trust?

QUESTION 2: Why is the person speaking?


To tell you something?



To make you feel something?



To make you buy something?



To entertain you?



To scare you?



To be mean?

QUESTION 3: Ask yourself before you share material


Is it true?



Is it important to you? For others?



Is it good for you? For others?
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2. DATA MANAGEMENT
This topic aims to teach low digital skilled seniors how to store and organize information data in personal
devices or cloud services. General principles are coupled with examples from the most common cloud
services, such as Google Drive, One Drive and Drop Box.

2.1 Choosing storage devices
STEP 1: Decide how to connect the storage device to your computer/digital device
The first thing to check is what interfaces/connections your computer has. The most common
interfaces for external storage devices are:
o USB (Universal Serial Bus)

Figure 10: USB Interfaces

o S-ATA (Universal Serial Bus)

Figure 11: S-ATA Interface

o

Memory cards (several options)

Figure 12: Example of Memory Cards
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o Flash drives
A USB flash drive is a data storage device that includes flash memory with an integrated USB
interface. It is small, removable and rewritable. USB flash drives use the USB standard and are
supported by modern operating systems such as Windows, macOS and other Operating systems.
Flash drives can be read by many other systems such as the Xbox One, PlayStation 4, DVD players,
automobile entertainment systems and in several handheld devices, such as smartphones and
tablet computers.

Figure 13: Example of USB Flash Drives

o Wireless connections (Wifi, Bluetooth)
When it comes to wireless solutions, it is not always easy to see what connections your unit has.
There might be a logo, but you need to check in the unit’s software (operating system, for example
windows 10), to see what is available.

Wifi Icons: examples

Figure 14: Wifi Icons

Bluetooth Icons: example

Figure 15: Bluetooth Icons
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o Optical storage media (CD, DVD, Blu-ray)
Optical storage stores data on an optically readable medium. Data is recorded by making marks in a
pattern that can be read back with the aid of light, usually a beam of laser light precisely focused on
a spinning optical disc.
Storage space ranges from single CD-ROM that can store 700 MB (megabytes) up to 128 GB
(Gigabytes) on a quad-layer Blu-ray disc.

Figure 16: Optical Storage Media Logos

STEP 2: Storage space and speed
If storage space is the most important factor, an external hard drive (HDD) or Solid State Disk (SSD)
would be a good choice. These are available with both USB and S-ATA connections, with S-ATA being
the fastest one. However,

S-ATA it is not that common on

laptops or other devices

such as SMART-TV:s.

Figure 17: Portable USB Hard Drive

STEP 3: Transferring files to other devices
If you transfer from one unit to another, it is important to think about what the receiving unit might be
and what connections it might have. If you are looking for a storage solution that you can use in as
many situations as possible, USB would be the right choice.
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STEP 4: How important is portability and physical size?
If the size of the storage device is critical, USB flash drives or memory cards are a good choice. Once
again, USB is the most common one since memory come in many variations. However, if you for
example have a digital camera, you could choose a memory card that both your camera and computer
support.

2.2 Choosing online cloud storage
STEP 1: Storage capacity, pricing and security
What kind of files will you be storing? If you primarily story documents, most services (including free
ones) will be sufficient. If you store larger files such as images or videos, you need to approximate how
many and how big they are. All cloud service providers have different kind of pricing and provide
different kind of storage amounts. When it says free, there is always an upper storage capacity. Check
the amount of free storage capacity to see if that is enough for you. If not, check how much you have
to pay per GB (gigabyte) or TB (terabyte) and how often (per year or month).
When it comes to security options and functions. Free storage options have a basic security system
which rely on your computer having security programs. Commercial storage solutions, most often
come in a package with security software and options for other software (antivirus, word processing,
presentations, spreadsheet, image processing and more).
STEP 2: Availability and synchronisation
How will you be using your online cloud service? Will you be using it only by yourself or will you be
sharing files with friends, family, co-workers? Is it important for you to have the same private cloud
service as your employer or organization uses? On what digital devices will you be using the online
cloud service? Check if the cloud system is compatible and available for the systems and devices you
will be using (tablets, smart phones, PC, MAC).
Most online cloud storage have synchronization features. This means that you will have your files
stored online “in the cloud”. When synchronizing your files, you will be able to access them from
different devices. For example, when creating a file in the cloud storage, a “local copy” will we
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mirrored/created on your local device. Some providers also let you create local copies that
automatically uploads/synchronizes with the cloud storage.

Figure 18: Synchronization between Cloud Storage and Physical Devices

STEP 3: Compare cloud storage providers
After (answering the questions/step by step guide), a good way to get started is to read online
articles/tests. The easiest way to find these are by using your search engine.
For example, type in choosing online cloud storage

Use your skills in source criticism to choose a valid and reliable source. A good source can be an article
written by a PC magazine or similar.

2.3 Create an individual organizational system
One of the simplest and most overlooked aspects of being digitally competent and efficient, is getting
your digital files organized. All the time you have to spend looking for files, can be used for more
productive and creative tasks. This module provides information on how you can keep your digital files
organized in folders to be easily searchable and accessible.
Focus will be on folders and directories on your hard disk or cloud service on a Windows based
computer, but the same general concepts will apply on most other digital documentation systems. For
the most part, the user directory structure is the same, and the strategies should also be able to apply
on Mac.
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Three main goals for your file organization system


Easy to File – You don’t want your system to be a huge, hierarchical maze. You want it to be fast and
easy to save files, so your system does not cause friction.



Easy to Find – You want your system to make it easy to find the file or folder you need, either by
looking through folders or using search.



Reusable – Where possible, you want to use re-usable templates and naming conventions, both of
which support the previous two goals.

Setting your default document folder (Windows 10)
STEP 1: Open File Explorer
STEP 2: Right click on the Documents folder
STEP 3: Click on Properties

Figure 19: Properties in File Explorer
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STEP 4: Click on Location
STEP 5: Click on Move…

Figure 20: Properties Menu in File Explorer
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STEP 6: Choose the new location for your standard Documents Folder

Figure 21: Selecting Standard Document Folder

STEP 7: Click Select Folder
STEP 8: Click Apply
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Creating your file organization system
STEP 1: Limit the number of files on your desktop
It is good to keep your desktop as clean as possible. Sometimes, it can be handy to put a file or two on
your desktop for temporary storage if you’re referring to it regularly and don’t need to file it just yet.
STEP 2: Limit folder creation
When creating folders, think minimal. Most files and documents can fit somewhere in your
hierarchy/structure if you’ve done a good job of initially mapping it out. In general, only create new
folders (especially top-level folders in Documents) if you find yourself repeatedly coming back to save
similar files in the same place, only to find that it doesn’t exist yet. You’ll know when it is time to create
another level in the hierarchy rather than creating a vast extensive multi-layered tree before needing
it.
STEP 3: Name your files and folders strategically
When organizing your files to be “Easy to Find”, a central principle is deciding on how you name your
folders and files. It doesn’t have to be anything complicated.
A good way to start is thinking about when (in which situations) you will be using the digital files. Also
think about what words you likely will use when trying to find the files in question.
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Example:
Think about saving an electricity bill. Do you think electricity bill.pdf is a good name? Probably not.
July electricity bill.pdf is not much better.
When naming the bill, think about how you might look for it. Probably:


By date (I want the July 2019 electricity bill)



By company (I want the XXXXCorp bill)



By type of document (I want to find an electricity bill)
A good name would allow you to look at the files in a folder and right away see what each file is
without opening it. It would give you things you can use to search.
So a good file name could be 2019-07 XXXXCorp Electricitybill.pdf
The same concept applies to folders. It is not helpful to have a lot of folders called Invoices inside
other folders. It would be better to call the folder XXXXCorp Invoices (even if it is inside a master
XXXXCorp folder) so that you can use that name to search on later. It makes it much faster and
easier to get to with the keyboard.

File Sync Services
Sync services (including those built in to Windows 10 and macOS) are amazing tools for having access
to your documents between different devices and being able to be productive wherever you are.
They’re also great for sharing documents with others.
The same structures and strategies as you use on your local file system, can be synced to the cloud if
you place the folder structure in the special folder for your service of choice.
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Creating a structure for documents
STEP 1: Choose your default document folder
When storing and organizing your personal documents. You will likely use the \username\Documents
folder on your computer. If you happen to do both work and personal tasks on your computer, you
should create two folders to separate your personal and business items.
If you’re using Dropbox, it could look like this:


\Dropbox\Business



\Dropbox\Personal

If you’re not using Dropbox, you can similarly do:


\Documents\Business



\Documents\Personal

Dropbox

Documents

Business

Business

Private

Private

Figure 22: Basic Folder Structure Example
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STEP 2: Personal Documents
How you divide up your personal documents is mostly a matter of how you mentally divide up your
life. A very basic split could be Education, Employers, Family, Finance, Health, Home, Purchases, Travel,
and Vehicle.
There could then be a moderate number of subfolders under these. For example, if you have kids and
have documents related to your parents, you may want to split up Family:


\Documents\Family\Danielsson (My parents)



\Documents\Family\Lans (My wife’s)



\Documents\Family\Kids

You could also do a split by life areas, like:


\Documents\finances



\Documents\social



\Documents\play

Figure 23: Example of Private Documents Folder Structure

The general rule to follow is to choose a folder structure that matches how you mentally organize
things.
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STEP 3: Business Documents
Similar to your personal documents, your business documents and how you organize them will largely
depend on your occupation, industry, company and job position.
If you are in a large organization, you will likely be working from a shared drive, in which case the
directory structure will usually be pretty set, so you don’t have to worry about it too much.
If you are a small team or organization and are building your structure, it can be helpful to get the
people together who will be working with these documents and come up with the structure together.
You’ll be more likely to have buy-in if the people who are most familiar with the documents have a say
in how they’re structured.
If you decide to store some documents locally or if you’re not working from a shared drive, it largely
comes down to what you do. For example, say you’re a business analyst doing project work. Your
directory structure could look something like this:

Figure 24: Example of Business Documents Structure

Remember that each project would then have subfolders related to logical units of organization. For
example, type of work, stakeholders or who you’re reporting to.
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2.4 Using your individual organizational system
Step 1: Learn how to use menus
In windows, menus are easily available by right-clicking on the mouse. Practice on this when creating
your personal organizing system. The menus have different headings depending on where you have
the mouse pointer when right-clicking. When creating folders in Windows, you simply right-click in
Explorer after having located the Documents folder. Then click New and choose Folder.

Figure 25: Right Click Menu in Windows 10
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Step 2: Learn how to use search functions
All operation systems look different, but the search icon is the way to find your files. When clicking on
the search icon you access the search function.

Figure 26: Search Icon

Step 3: Practice how to reuse files, folders and structures
When reusing, you save time and energy. With a good personal organizing system and skills in using
the menus, it is fast to create and move around your files and folder. Especially useful commands when
reusing files and folders are:
o Copy
o Paste
o Move
But remember to practice with unimportant files first. Loosing important files and folders will definitely
make you frustrated.
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Step 4: Using folder templates
It can be very helpful to pre-create a folder template with the structure you want to use. Then every
time you come to a new year, start a new project or similar, you can just copy over that folder
template.
This has two benefits:
o It saves time. With a few mouse clicks or keystrokes, you have your whole folder tree created.
o It enforces consistency. You know your folders will be named the same way every time, which
means it is more likely that you will save things in the right place, and it makes it much easier to
quickly find things with search.
To create a folder template, just set up your sample folder structure. Then when you need it, you can
copy it in Explorer on Windows and paste it into your new client or project folder.
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